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Company Name 
Response Rate: (N=111)  

BCBS of North Carolina 9 
BCBS of Michigan 5 
Cambia Health Solutions 4 
Optum Technology 4 
UHS Community and State - OPTUM 4 
Excellus BCBS 3 
Luxottica – EyeMed 3 
MVP Health Care 3 
SelectHealth 3 
Triple-S 3 
Misc 70 

Total Responses 111 
 
What did you like the most about this year's Conference? 
The updates on roadmaps and customer panels. 

I liked the wide variety of available sessions to choose from.  

Tuesday's sessions were beneficial and informational 
There was ample variety in the topics offered in the breakout sessions.  All keynote speakers were 
interesting and informative.  I also liked the games that encouraged networking. 
Introduction of the 360 apps and the Facets Insights as well as demos. 

The variety and quality of the sessions were really good 

Sessions and technology center 



I enjoyed learning more about the different tools Cognizant offers and being able to see the Claims 
360 live in a demonstration. 
Liked learning about Facets 360, not sure how many years before my company has it though. 

The new Facets 360 presentation.   Facets is going in the right direction!! 
This was my first conference so I got a good feel about where certain products are heading and I 
got a really good look at the roadmap.   
Information on new tools/features (5.7) 

The sessions were very informative and were not just a Cognizant sales pitch.   

The Facets sessions and kiosks were also very informative. 

The information supplied in the sessions was extremely valuable and the presenters were on point. 
Sessions were very informative with opportunity to discuss specific topics with various 
representatives. 
The sessions are more collaborative with demonstrating how the product is used by the clients.   
Sessions about the product are more informative on how it can be used in real world and not just 
"selling". 
I use the conference as a training tool.  Cognizant provided many kiosks in the Solution Center to 
ask questions and view demos, then attended scheduled sessions as well.   
Breakout sessions were informative, however it seems like more of the slant is on whetting 
attendees appetite to purchase other software solutions 
the abundance of information about Claims/Benefits 360 

I also enjoyed the facets general sessions.    
Learning about how Cognizant is participating in new technologies to solve industry problems.  
Favorite was Gary Meyer's HealthCare Must Do's in 2019 regarding Blockchain 
Really good informative sessions.  Learned a lot.   
I enjoyed the round tables and networking sessions the most. This is where I seemed to gain the 
most valuable information.  
QL Roundtables 
This was my first time at the conference. I especially like the live case sessions where a health plan 
presented items that they have implemented. 
I liked that there were more break-out sessions for the user groups. 

Love the roundtables with all the same clients using the same software. 
Overall, lots of great sessions. We only attended one that didn't appear to match the description 
and wasn't relevant to us so we ended up leaving before the end.    
Very informative sessions especially on Benefit 360 
This year's sessions had rich content, more variety of relevant topics.  Speakers were well 
prepared.  Was not overly salesy but was properly informed about new product offerings. 
The sessions were very informative and interactive, allowing customers to share their experiences 
with the systems and discuss how using different tools within the systems improved their work-flow 
efficiencies.  
Client presentations. 

I really liked the variety of Client experience sessions. This allowed for networking as well.   
The QicLink group was able to spend a great deal of time together and the sessions that the 
QicLink User Group and Cognizant put together were extremely informative and helpful.  As a 
small TPA processing Special Risk claims most of the Cognizant products are not of much use to 
us.  It was great to be able to focus with the other TPAs that share our type of business as well as 
our challenges. 
Thought Leadership sessions about where the industry is headed and how Cognizant is aligned 
from technology perspective. 
Hearing about all the new things that Cognizant is working on and networking with other health 
plans. The number of Client led sessions was great, too. 



Well-developed Care Advance track; great topics and interactions with other plans.    

The client presentations and how they were using the Cognizant and Trizetto products 
Less sessions - they seemed to be more focused this year and I was able to attend sessions based 
on my need. 

 
 
 
What did you like the least about this year's Conference? 
There were some sessions that just didn't fit with my agenda.  Maybe better summary of what the 
sessions were about when selecting them. 
The conference lacked a provider track or any support for Trizetto Provider Solutions clients. 
Session descriptions could be more clear/detailed when selecting sessions to attend. Seating for 
meals was lacking. 
Wednesday's sessions - summaries could be more descriptive of the actual discussion.   
There did not seem to be as much information about the upcoming enhancements to Facets, 
several of the sessions talked about the same things but had different titles  
Sessions are so numerous now and they all compete with one another so it’s difficult to attend all 
the sessions needed or wanted even with multiple people from our organization attending. 
There were a lot of sessions I would have love to attend, but it was concurrent. I'd like to see it 
spread out more so we can attend more sessions. 
Feel there needs to be more configuration related breakout sessions.  These are some ideas we 
have gathered: 1) Configuration org structure - benefits separate from pricing?; in business or IT?; 
build vs. Steady State?; resource assignment - # per product, etc.; metrics/goals for configuration 
analysts 2) Medicaid New Product Implementation Strategy - requirements gathering, state 
readiness, product build approach 3) SMM - how plans use, challenges, pros/cons 4) How do 
organizations document configuration 
Too many sessions to choose from at one time. 

Inability to attend all the sessions of interest because of overlapping times. 
The QNXT QUser wrap up on Thursday focused too much on the conference itself and not the 
product.    
 
It seems the same clients are used to collaborate with on sessions.   Need to get a more diverse 
client perspective. 
I had trouble deciphering what some of the sessions were really about. It wasn't until we got in 
some of them that we realized what they were for.  
While I recognize this is largely a Facets/Trizetto/QNXT user conference, some of the 
presentations were weak.  Example, the NJ Blues Training presentation with Cognizant was very 
basic stuff.  Hub and spoke concept nothing new. Your new head of Marketing was either nervous, 
ill prepared or both. 
I would have like more sessions regarding Facets functionality and ways to improve configuration.   

A lot of repetition of content. 

Not enough application specific content (focusing on specific functions/user presentations 

More IT focused and less business focused.    
Since we own several of Cognizant's products, it was very hard to attend several of the sessions 
due to overlap. 
Repetitions of some of the session year to year. 

Too small focus on provider market.  As a provider, the content of the conference was limited. 
Not being able to attend all the sessions I wanted - due to how they were scheduled. Some of the 
customer led sessions were very disjointed.  
That some of the sessions were not repeated at different time slots, therefore you had to choose 
which session you wanted to attend more. 



 
 
Any suggestions for next year's Conference? 
I am a QNXT client and ended up in two different sessions that were not relevant to me because 
they were for Facets and none of the session details mentioned that it was for Facets clients.   All 
of the breakout sessions should specify the product to which the session is relevant.  For example, 
if the session is about a QNXT only topic, then QNXT should be included in the description:  QNXT: 
<session title> . If it was relevant only to Facets, then perhaps include a description like: Facets: 
<session title>.  Basically, some sort of naming convention that is consistent and lets the attendee 
better know what to expect from the session. 
My team focuses on the Facets Open Access Product and I'd like to see more than the roadmap.  
I'd like to see API roadmap and the projected Facets versions of the of when they will be rolled out. 
More useful sessions for Qiclink users. 
Need to be more clear on content included within breakout sessions.  (example, one had 
"workflow" listed in which were thinking the workflow application but it was not.)  Maybe list out 
what applications the sessions relate to... 
Continue to offer industry relevant breakout sessions as you did this year. 

More HEDIS topics.  HEDIS user group. 
Possibly have the slide-decks available electronically prior to the conference, so that attendees can 
make their notes directly to their copies and not take photos.   
more discussion about BPA and best practices for config in general   

Screen you overall presenters and content better in advance. 

More sessions lead by clients that discuss best practices 

More round table discussions.   
A suggestion for QicLink is to have the bigger topics be scheduled for more than 1 time so people 
would have more opportunity to attend the different topics. 
Add sessions of clients and how they have implemented certain applications or software in their 
practice. 
Maybe have both Business and IT breakout sessions of same topics so both are represented well. 
It was hard as many of the sessions were more It related and the business area did not feel like 
they got as much out of it except with Benefit 360 which was fantastic. 
Lab that allows attendees to log on to your training/testing site for your latest release.  What a 
better way to promote your products 
Perhaps offer several of the sessions more than once to allow for folks to attend the different 
sessions.   
In the past a large number of the sessions were duplicated to allow you to not be forced to choose 
between sessions but it also limited the breadth of material. Well this year nothing appeared to be 
duplicated so there was plenty of diversity but I was forced to choose. Maybe there is a happy 
medium where some of the more "popular" sessions could be duplicated. 
Provide additional details on what sessions will cover.  Some of the session descriptions are too 
vague. 
Just keep the QicLink sessions on their path so we have something to take back that is of value. 
I would like to have more opportunity to do some in depth training on the benefits configuration or 
medical policy. 

 
 

 



Please rate the following General Session presentations: 

  Poor Fair Good Excellent Did Not 
Attend Mean 

General Session – 
Government Solutions 

 1 3 35 23 49 3.29 
 1% 3% 32% 21% 44%  
 0% 3% 38% 34% 25%  

General Session – 
TranZform Product 
Solutions  

 0 5 24 22 60 3.33 
 0% 5% 22% 20% 54%  
 0% 1% 17% 58% 24%  

General Session – 
Facets 

 0 4 19 45 43 3.60 
 0% 4% 17% 41% 39%  

General Session – QNXT 
 1 2 7 14 87 3.42 
 1% 2% 6% 13% 78%  

General Session – 
QicLink 

 1 0 4 7 99 3.42 
 1% 0% 4% 6% 89%  

Government Solutions 
(TriZetto Elements) 
General Session 

 0 3 11 15 82 3.41 
 0% 3% 10% 14% 74%  

Life Sciences General 
Session 

 0 1 11 3 96 3.13 
 0% 1% 10% 3% 86%  

 
 
Did you attend the Thought Leadership Sessions? 

 

 
How well did the following Thought Leadership sessions explore topics that are 
important to your organization's success in the healthcare landscape? 
 
 Poor Fair Good Excellent Total 

Responses Mean 

Healthcare “On-Demand”:  Re-
thinking Care Delivery and Health 
System Business Models for the 
Emerging Digital Economy 

1 0 3 2 6 3.00 

17% 0% 50% 33%   

1 1 2 2 6 2.83 

6

105

Did you attend the Thought Leadership 
Sessions?

Yes

No



Responsible AI - Using Ethics To 
Shield Your Company from 
Destruction 

17% 17% 33% 33%   

The Future of Interoperability: 
Requirements for a New HIT Era 

1 0 1 4 6 3.33 

17% 0% 17% 67%   

The Future of Care: Enhancing 
Community Health & Well-Being 

1 0 3 2 6 3.00 

17% 0% 50% 33%   
Enterprise AI in Healthcare 
(Automate, Augment, Engage, 
Analysis) 

0 0 4 2 6 3.33 

0% 0% 67% 33%   
What to do When Machines do 
Everything: 21 (More) Jobs of the 
Future 

1 0 1 4 6 3.33 

17% 0% 17% 67%   

RegTech: Risk & Compliance in a 
Digital World 

1 1 1 3 6 3.00 

17% 17% 17% 50%   

Healthcare’s Five Must-Do Things in 
Blockchain in 2019 

1 0 3 2 6 3.00 

17% 0% 50% 33%   

Simplifying RCM in the Digital World 
1 0 2 3 6 3.17 

17% 0% 33% 50%   

Digitizing Healthcare - Anthem 
1 0 2 3 6 3.17 

17% 0% 33% 50%   

 
 
Please rate how well the following informed you. 
 
 Poor Fair Good Excellent Did Not 

Attend 
Total 

Responses Mean 

 1% 7% 32% 48% 12%   

Innovations Gallery 
Sessions 

0 5 39 27 40 111 3.31 

0% 5% 35% 24% 36%   

Solution Breakout 
Sessions 

1 7 45 45 13 111 3.37 

1% 6% 41% 41% 12%   

 



Were there a sufficient number of breakout sessions to cover solutions and industry 
content? 

 

Please rate the Wednesday Client Success Sessions: 
Ratings 
 Poor Fair Good Excellent Did Not 

Attend 
Total 

Responses Mean 

Client Success 
0 3 40 46 22 111 3.48 

0% 3% 36% 41% 20%   
 
 

Would your organization be interested in presenting a client success story at next year's 
Healthcare Conference? 

 
 
 

Please provide your name or the name of an associate you recommend for a client 
session: 
Andy Preiser 2 

Michelle Crawford, Director of Data Strategy & Operations 1 

Becky Vaughn 1 

Blue Cross North Carolina 1 

Brian Wroblewski, 414-899-4100 1 

Christy Gregg Blue Shield of CA 1 

David Marckel 1 

Edward Sweet 1 

89

22 Yes

No

27

84

Yes

No



 
Please share any suggestions for solution breakout sessions next year. 
Please include additional provider-focused content. 

More details about new solutions and more screen shots of what the changes will look like. 
There are so many valuable sessions that it makes it hard to find the time to attend them and it 
further impacts the time available for the solution center engagements.  Even with multiple 
attendees from our organization, we could not get to all the sessions we wanted and did not have 
sufficient time with solution center teams.  With the increased level of product delivery and 
enhancement more time is needed. 
1) Configuration org structure - benefits separate from pricing?; in business or IT?; build vs. Steady 
State?; resource assignment - # per product, etc.; metrics/goals for configuration analysts 2) 
Medicaid New Product Implementation Strategy - requirements gathering, state readiness, product 
build approach 3) SMM - how plans use, challenges, pros/cons 4) How do organizations document 
configuration 
Breakout session on future in healthcare tech.  More detail to follow up with the keynote 
I really enjoy the round table discussions. It would be great to have at least one session for each 
system. 
Make more about current solutions, and how to solve challenging problems. 

Really great breakout sessions.  Very informative.  Great, knowledgeable  speakers 
I believe there were enough sessions, but a path for IT versus claims, etc. would be helpful. More 
round tables. Less user group sessions? 
1) Configuration org structure - benefits separate from pricing?; in business or IT?; build vs. Steady 
State?; resource assignment - # per product, etc.; metrics/goals for configuration analysts 2) 
Medicaid New Product Implementation Strategy - requirements gathering, state readiness, product 
build approach  
3) SMM - how plans use, challenges, pros/cons  
4) How do organizations document configuration 
Have the major topics by popularity scheduled for 2 different times so there would be more 
opportunity to attend. 
Ask plans what they want to see 
More product sessions to excite your current and future customers Location to allow customers to 
meet up and share their product experience without the vendor present 
I found a couple time slots that have several sessions I wanted to attend, but it was the only time 
offered. Logistically, that's going to happen...just mentioning it. 
More needed from a Provider standpoint to justify participation 

More presentations on how the technology can be used or paired together 
 
For a client-session presentation, consider Social Determinants of Health.  Samaritan Health Plans 
is making great headway, contact Michelle Crawford, Director of Data Strategy & Operations. 
Glad to see you are responding faster to industry trends and challenges.  It is key.  If you don't, we 
have to.  Don't fall asleep at the wheel with CMS Interoperability. 
This was my first healthcare conference and I am new to my company. Overall, this was great 
exposure for me to QicLink, Trizetto, and other users. However, some improvements could be 
made. 
Improve your consulting team knowledge White boards - to generate dialogues and understand 
process flow Interactive sessions not just sitting down 
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